Object detection is a fundamental goal to achieve intelligent visual perception by computers due to the fact that objects are the basic building blocks to achieve higher level image understanding. Among the numerous categories of objects in the real-world, pedestrians are among the most important due to several potential benefits brought about by successful pedestrian detection. Often, pedestrian detectors are trained in state-of-the-art systems using supervised machine learning algorithms which necessitates costly and often tedious manual annotation of pedestrians in the form of precise bounding boxes. In this paper, a novel weakly supervised learning algorithm is proposed to train a pedestrian detector that requires, instead of bounding boxes, only annotations of estimated centres of pedestrians. The algorithm makes use of a pedestrian prior learnt in an unsupervised way from the input video and this prior is fused with the given weak supervision information in a systematic manner. By evaluating on publicly available datasets, we demonstrate that our weakly supervised algorithm reduces the cost of manual annotation of pedestrians by more than four times while achieving similar performance to a pedestrian detector trained with standard bounding box annotations.
Introduction
Object detection is a critical component in an attempt to make computers automatically understand and interpret visual data. Among the numerous classes of objects that exist in real-life scenes, pedestrians are among the most crucial, due to the fact that being able to automatically detect and reason about pedestrians has enormous benefits and far-reaching applications in the fields of computer vision, machine learning and Artificial Intelligence in general.
To detect pedestrians in an image, a trained classifier is used to score each image patch corresponding to the multi-scale sliding windows and the local modes of the score space indicate the locations and the spatial extent of pedestrians in the image [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Most pedestrian detectors are trained in a supervised way in which the training dataset (which consists of a sufficient number of pedestrian and non-pedestrian examples) is provided by the user. The training is achieved by framing the problem as learning a model for a binary classification task (i.e. to differentiate between the class of pedestrians and the class of non-pedestrians).
Constructing the training dataset requires manual annotation of pedestrians and non-pedestrians. In stateof-the-art research, the manual annotation of pedestrians is often given in the form of bounding boxes tightly fitting the pedestrians [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . To extract non-pedestrian training examples, images that do not contain any pedestrians are typically supplied.
This pedestrian annotation work is highly expensive in terms of cost, labour and time due to the following reasons:
• Accurately annotating each pedestrian requires thought and focus because it requires strictly adhering to a set of guidelines (such as on what defines the extent of a pedestrian, what parts of the pedestrian the bounding box should cover, and how much of the surrounding background the bounding box should include as context).
• The attention and effort for the above have to be repeated and sustained for thousands or hundreds of thousands of pedestrians. Nowadays, certain datasets in various fields of computer vision can even go up to millions of data points.
• The annotation task is inherently uninteresting and stressful due to the fact that there is little margin for error or deviation from the expected guidelines and even the provided guidelines could often be ambiguous. Any errors introduced is likely to negatively affect the quality of the training dataset (and which will in turn affect the resulting trained classifier).
Rather than using bounding box annotation required in most state-of-the-art research [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , we propose, in this paper, a novel weakly supervised learning algorithm for training pedestrian detectors that requires only estimates of centres of pedestrians (as shown in Figure 1 ).
This allows for an easier and faster annotation compared to bounding box annotation. In particular, this type of annotation has the following benefits:
• Performing each annotation is very fast; in fact, it just takes one click of the mouse.
• Even a single click does not need to be accurate. This requires much less attention and effort.
• Owing to the lower stress and higher fun factor, the annotation work can be made more pleasant for people, e.g. it can be given to people as a game: the one who can tick the most pedestrian centres (roughly) in a given time wins the game. This can be used to help acquire large amounts of data for training with much less cost.
Our algorithm makes use of a pedestrian prior learnt in an unsupervised way from video and this prior is fused with the given weak supervision information in a principled manner.
We show on publicly available datasets that, despite the weak supervision, our algorithm performs comparably with bounding box supervision (termed in this paper as strong supervision) despite having a much lower cost (measured in terms of the time it takes to complete the annotation). To be more precise, our weakly supervised algorithm reduces the cost of manual annotation by over four times while achieving similar performance as pedestrian detectors trained with bounding box annotations.
Background
In this section, we give an overview and compare and contrast two related areas, namely weakly supervised learning and semi-supervised learning. This is necessary because of two main reasons:
• Firstly, these two areas can cause confusion among researchers and the difference between the two areas is sometimes not appreciated. On the left is the standard way of annotating pedestrians for training a pedestrian detector. On the right is the weak supervision (only approximate centres of pedestrians) required by our proposed algorithm. Note that pedestrians are of different sizes in the video due to projective distortion and hence our algorithm has to cope with both noisy locations and unknown scales. Weak supervision on the right is much faster and easier for a human annotator than the strong supervision on the left. Images shown are from the CUHK Square dataset [14] .
• Secondly, although there have been quite a lot of work that has been done semi-supervised learning, weakly supervised learning is relatively recent (hence the need for this background section to clarify the terminology).
Firstly, we start by formalising the (standard) supervised learning for binary classification. Given the training data {x 1 , . . . , x N }, where x i ∈ R k is a feature vector and the corresponding labels
where y i ∈ {1, 0} is the supervision label associated with x i , training a classification model correspond to optimizing the following objective function:
where M trained ∈ R k is the trained model, f L is the loss function, f R is the regularization function to penalize M of higher complexity and α is the trade-off term between the regularization term and loss term. The M is general and can be any classification model. For instance, if the model is a linear (regularized) classifier, Equation 2 can be written as:
where m trained ∈ R k is the vector of linear weights for the trained classifier. Furthermore, f L , f R and α are the same as discussed previously. For L2-regularization, we have f R = m T m which penalises large values of m and for L1-regularization, f R = [1, . . . , 1] T m which encourages sparse solutions. For SVM, the loss function is:
and for logistic regression,
At test time, for SVM, the classifier score s t of a test feature vector x is given by
whereas for logistic regression, the score is given by
Semi-supervised learning, in many aspects, is similar to standard supervised machine learning except that in semi-supervised learning, the majority of training data are unlabelled. But both the labelled data and unlabelled data are still assumed to come from the same distribution and for each labelled data, the supervision is not weak, i.e. the supervision (strength) is the same as the standard supervision.
Formally, in semi-supervised learning, the dataset can be written as X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } and Y = {y 1 , . . . , y N } and most of y i ∈ Y are unknown and can be considered as latent variables. The model (parameters), in addition to these latent variables, are learnt during the training stage. Thus, due to having more unknown variables to solve and also because of the fact that the optimization is prone to get stuck in poor local optima, semisupervised learning is a harder problem to solve than supervised learning.
Weakly supervised learning, on the other hand, is a machine learning paradigm distinct from supervised or semi-supervised learning. In weakly supervised learning, as the name suggests, the training data are only weakly annotated. For example, rather than being given exact patches of objects, the algorithm may be given only weak indications of the presence of objects in images.
However, it is to be noted that in weakly-supervised learning, even though each supervision is weak, all the training data are still given (these) weak supervisions, unlike in semi-supervised learning where there are examples that are not supervised (i.e. the unlabelled examples).
The weakly supervised learning problem (for binary classification) can be formalised as follows. Let the training dataset be made up of k groups (or bags):
where y i ∈ {1, 0}. A bag X i consists of several data instances, i.e. X i = {x i1 , x i2 , . . . } where x i j is a feature vector belonging to either the positive or negative class (for binary classification). However, the labels of the instances are not observed (i.e. they are latent variables). Instead, the entire bag is associated with a single bag label which can be either a positive bag if y i = 1 or a negative bag if y i = 0. Each positive bag contains at least one positive instance and each negative bag contains only negative instances.
In order to make it more general, although labels are not given for each instance, in each positive bag, the probability distribution of the instances belonging to the positive class may be given, i.e. in a positive bag, some instances may be more likely to be from the positive class than others. If no such (prior) information is available, then a uniform distribution is assumed, i.e. in a positive bag, all the instances are equally likely to be from the positive class.
As an example of weakly supervised training, consider training an aeroplane detector. Figure 2 illustrates a comparison between annotation requirements for standard supervision and weak supervision in the context of training the aeroplane detector. Instead of being given patches corresponding to aeroplanes (i.e. bounding boxes of aeroplanes in the training dataset), we may only be given images containing aeroplanes without any information about the exact location and extent of aeroplanes in each image; the only cue that is given is that Weak supervision requires less human effort than standard ("strong") supervision. Note that negative images (i.e. images that do not contain any aeroplanes) are not shown because they are the same for both supervised and weakly-supervised learning cases and they are relatively cheap to obtain.
each training image contains one or more aeroplanes. This is a weak label as opposed to a strong label in the form of exact bounding boxes of aeroplanes.
In the context of the formalisation described previously, in this case, each training image (regardless of whether the image contains an aeroplane or not) can be considered as a bag and each image shown in Figure 2 (a) can be considered a positive bag. Each positive bag would then consist of a set of feature vectors corresponding to all the possible patches (i.e. instances) at various locations and scales of the corresponding image. However, in a positive bag, only one of those patches would truly be the patch corresponding to an aeroplane but this information is not known. As can be observed, without any prior information about which patches are more likely to be positive instances in each bag, it is very computationally expensive to jointly infer where an aeroplane is in each positive training image from the space of all possible patches in all the training images.
As noted earlier, weakly-supervised learning is different from semi-supervised learning in that in semisupervised learning, although we have a small number of labelled data (and a lot of unlabelled data), for the labelled data that is available, the supervision is not weak.
Related work
Compared to training pedestrian detectors using strong (i.e. stardard) supervision, the literature concerning weakly supervised training is fairly limited. Furthermore, most of the literature on weakly supervised learning in images use a different setting than our proposed approach.
In the existing approaches, supervision is given in the form of image-level labels where the exact locations and spatial extents of objects of interest are considered unknown and treated as latent variables to be inferred from data during training.
One of the ways of solving this is by formulating it as a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) problem [15, 16] in which supervision labels are given at the bag level rather than at the instance level. Each positive bag is assumed to contain at least one positive instance and each negative bag is assumed to contain all negative instances. In order to generate positive bags and because the space of all possible object locations and sizes is too large to be tractable during training, many existing approaches use an ensemble of low-level segmentations to generate numerous candidate regions with the assumption that at least one of them contain the desired object [17, 18] . The performance of such a system, however, depends heavily on the results of segmentation.
Furthermore, in most existing approaches, datasets are assumed in which an object occupies a large central portion of each image in most of the training images [19, 20, 18, 17] . Although attempts have been made (e.g. [21] ) to make datasets more challenging, the observation made above still largely applies. This is in contrast to our approach which is dealing with far-field videos where there are often multiple objects of varying sizes in each frame and each object occupies only a very small portion of the frame.
Deselaers et al. [22] propose an iterative algorithm to learn object classes from weakly labelled images using a conditional random field that progressively adapts to the new classes. Chum and Zisserman [19] give an algorithm that locates image regions corresponding to object classes of a set of training images by optimizing an objective function that computes similarity between pairs of images.
Considering classifier parameters and subwindows of objects jointly as latent variables in a SVM classification objective function, Nguyen et al. [20] optimizes the function to infer the variables. Weakly supervised learning is tackled as a structured output learning framework in [23] . All of the aforementioned approaches deal only with images and do not make use of information that can be exploited in surveillance-type videos.
Prest et al. [24] propose a weakly supervised learning approach for YouTube video clips. Their approach, which is essentially an extension of [22] to video, is fundamentally different from this paper in that they assume that small independent video clips are the training data and each video clip contains the desired object class in a large proportion of the spatio-temporal volume, whereas we do not have any such assumption and setting (which can be quite restricting) and we are dealing with long videos captured by a static uncalibrated camera overlooking a scene.
Bilen et al. [25] incorporate domain-specific prior knowledge (such as mutual exclusion and symmetry) in a posterior regularization setting with a softmax margin learning framework for object detection. Even though this approach can handle a limited number of multiple objects in each image, it requires careful formulation of the prior knowledge and the optimization is challenging and can be sensitive to local optima.
In order to minimise the problem of local optima solutions, Bilen et al. [26] propose a system that learns a set of exemplars using convex clustering and then favouring solutions that are similar to these exemplars. This implicitly enforces a prior that encodes the high similarity (i.e. low intra-class variability) between objects of the same class.
Instead of weak supervision at the level of objects, we may also have weak supervision at the level of object parts. An example of this is the Deformable Part Models by Felzenszwalb et al. [10, 8] . However, this line of work is different from ours in that the goal of our work is about weak supervision at the (holistic) object level (not given any bounding boxes for the object), not at the object part level (given bounding boxes for the object).
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [27, 28] have been used to help with weakly supervised learning. Oquab et al. [29] show that a CNN that has been trained for the purpose of object classification can not only perform the intended classification task but also can be utilised for predicting estimates of object locations. A major limitation of the algorithm is that it outputs only rough locations and not extents of objects. Moreover, this method shares limitations with many other works (such as [19, 20, 18, 17] ) in that they assume that the object in interest in each image occupies the central portion of the image.
Contributions
The key contributions for this paper are as follows:
1. A weakly supervised training algorithm that makes use of approximate centre location annotation for training pedestrian detectors for videos.
2. Unsupervised learning of a pedestrian prior for a given video.
3. Combining cues from the unsupervised learnt prior and weak supervision in an optimization framework.
4. The algorithm works with low resolution videos that do not allow accurate part-based modelling and discovery, and that have multiple objects of varying sizes in each frame.
5. The algorithm is not sensitive to low-level segmentation unlike many state-of-the-art weak-supervision approaches using Multiple Instance Learning.
6. The approach is efficient since it does not require jointly solving all the weak supervisions. An overview of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3 . Let V = [I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I N ] be a given video of N frames. Let S weak = {cc 1 , cc 2 , . . . , cc M } be a set of M given weak supervisions, where a weak supervision,
, is a three element vector where cc n i gives the frame number in V associated with cc i , and cc x i and cc y i give the x-coordinate and y-coordinate (in image-plane) respectively corresponding to the approximate centre location of a pedestrian in frame cc n i of V. The goal is to obtain a pedestrian detector given only S weak without being provided any bounding box annotations (which the traditional supervised training requires). Our algorithm is made up of three distinct stages.
In the first stage, we learn a pedestrian prior in an unsupervised way using knowledge that can be automatically extracted from V.
To be more specific, for any video captured using a static uncalibrated camera, the dynamic background of the scene can be effectively modelled and foreground objects can be detected and extracted.
Although these extracted foregrounds are usually very noisy, by letting the system observe a sufficiently long duration of V, considering all the extracted foregrounds jointly and generalising over them (in an offline process), the system is able to get a general idea and automatically learn about interesting objects in the scene associated with V without even attempting to explicitly distinguish between different object categories.
This gives us a scene-specific general object classifier which could also be from another perspective be interpreted as a pedestrian prior.
More specifically, the pedestrian prior can be represented as P(pedestrian|patch), i.e. given any patch in V, the pedestrian prior gives the prior probability that the given patch depicts a pedestrian.
We digress here to clarify about the term "prior probability". In the context of Bayesian statistics, prior probability distribution gives the probability distribution before observing any data (i.e. evidence). Observing the data provides the evidence (which in turn provides the likelihood) and the prior distribution is then weighted by the evidence.
To be more accurate, the regions of the prior probability distribution that are supported by the evidence are given higher weights. The outcome of this is the posterior probability distribution which is the combination of the prior distribution (or belief) and the evidence. Informally, it can be interpreted as follows: the belief about a matter is influenced by a combination of looking at current evidences and the prior belief about the matter.
Mathematically, given a prior probability distribution on parameters P(θ ) where θ refers to parameters, the likelihood function P(X|θ ) where X correspond to observations, the posterior probability P(θ |X) (i.e. the distribution on the parameters after seeing the observations) can be written as:
Since the observations can be treated as a constant, P(θ |X) can also be formulated as:
This implies that:
Posterior probability ∝ Prior probability × Likelihood
In the context of this paper, the prior probability refers to the probability or belief about the bounding box location of an object before seeing any (weak) supervision. Furthermore, the posterior probability is the probability after seeing the weak supervision. It is to be noted that although our proposed algorithm can be interpreted in a Bayesian way, it is not strictly Bayesian.
Due to noises and inaccuracies in the background modelling and subtraction process and due to the fact that this prior has been learnt using all classes of foreground objects in the scene, the pedestrian prior is error prone and would give high probabilities not only for pedestrians but also other object categories such as vehicles.
However, we do not make any hard decisions at this stage and any errors and uncertainties in the pedestrian prior are resolved in the next stage using S weak .
The second stage involves an optimization framework with an objective function that is a mixture of two terms:
1. The score of the pedestrian prior obtained in the first stage. This can be interpreted as the prior probability in Equation 7.
2. The agreement with the centres S weak . This can be compared to the likelihood in Equation 7.
We perform the optimization independently for each centre cc i ∈ S weak . Formulating in this way is very efficient compared to having to solve them jointly. After optimizing each weak supervision annotation (described in Section 5.2), we automatically obtain a bounding box annotation corresponding to the weak supervision.
Therefore, the second stage is in essence automatically converting the set of weak centre annotations S weak to a set of bounding box annotations which are represented by: After obtaining S bbox , we can now use any supervised learning algorithm to train a pedestrian detector. This is the third stage.
We formalise our approach in Algorithm 1 and explain it in detail in the coming sections. The inputs to Algorithm 1 are the video V and the weak supervision S weak manually annotated by the user. The output is the desired pedestrian detector C t .
In this paper, we use the phrase "scene-specific pedestrian detector" to denote the fact that the pedestrian detector is trained using the data collected from the video V and although it will perform well for V, we cannot make any guarantees on its generalisation power on other datasets. The term "scene-specific pedestrian detector" is used to distinguish it from other possible pedestrian detectors trained using "generic" datasets such as the INRIA Person dataset [3] which has been manually collected from various different types of data sources and whose goal is to make the trained detectors to be as generalisable as possible. In contrast, the goal of a scene-specific pedestrian detector such as C t is relatively more modest and is to generalise only over V.
Algorithm 1 Overview of the weakly supervised training
Input: Video V and weak supervision S weak Output: Scene-specific pedestrian detector, C t C p ← LearnPrior(V), where LearnPrior is the function to learn unsupervised pedestrian prior. Described in Algorithm 2.
S bbox ← FuseOptimize(V, S weak , C p ), where FuseOptimize is the function to convert weak centre supervision S weak to bounding box annotations S bbox . Detailed in Algorithm 3.
Let W be the set of sliding windows on
return C t
Unsupervised Pedestrian Prior Learning
For a given video V, a pedestrian prior, C p : R N base → [0, 1], is learnt in an unsupervised way, where N base is the length of the feature vector input to the pedestrian prior and C p outputs the (prior) probability that the given feature vector is a pedestrian.
Algorithm 2 Unsupervised pedestrian prior learning
Let Ω be an initial estimate of the scene background.
I fgmask ← Background subtraction using {I i , Ω} Connected Component Analysis on I fgmask B ← {bounding boxes of the connected blobs}
Let a feature extraction function be H : R N r ×N c ×3 → R N base where N r and N c are the number of rows and columns of an image patch and N base is the length of the resulting feature vector.
Therefore, using C p and H, any image patch can be mapped to a value in the range of 0 and 1 (inclusive) that gives the prior probability that the given image patch is a pedestrian.
The method for learning C p is outlined in Algorithm 2 and we describe the steps of the algorithm below. Firstly, background subtraction is performed for each frame I i ∈ V, followed by Connected Component Analysis (CCA). CCA (sometimes also called Connected Component Labelling or blob discovery) is used to assign, by using a heuristic, each white (i.e. foreground) pixel in a binary image to a particular group based on its spatial proxmity to other foreground pixels. This has the effect of discovering foreground blobs in the binary image. For each discovered blob, the tightest fitting axis-aligned rectangle (i.e. bounding box) can be found. Therefore, CCA gives a set of the bounding boxes corresponding to the connected components which are stored in a set B.
All background modelling techniques make use the fact that for videos captured with a static camera, background can be defined as areas in the scene that do not change much over a period of time and that are relatively stable in terms of appearance as compared to foreground areas. These background regions can be statistically modelled and from the background model, foreground regions can be deduced.
There are various ways of modelling the background. Two main approaches are: (1) modelling each pixel independently and then post-processing the results using some spatial information and (2) modelling groups of pixels with no dependence among each group. There have been many different statistical models developed for modelling the background; some examples are median filter [30] , linear predictive filter [31] , Gaussian Mixture Models [32] , non-parametric models [33] and Dirichlet Process Mixture Models [34] .
In this paper, we do not go into detail about background subtraction; for a review on background subtraction, the reader is referred to various surveys such as [35, 36] . Any suitable background subtraction technique could be used with our proposed weakly supervised learning algorithm. However, since the unsupervised prior learning stage is offline and does not need real-time processing, a highly accurate and robust yet reasonably fast background subtraction algorithm (such as [37] ) is recommended and is used in this paper.
For each underlying image patch corresponding to a bounding box b i ∈ B, we compute features by applying the function H (after appropriate resizing of the patch). These feature vectors form a set X fg t . The feature extraction function is general and any suitable method can be used. In this paper, we use the well-known Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOGs) features [3] .
Random samples of patches from which X fg t is obtained are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for the CUHK Square [14] and MIT Traffic [38] datasets respectively. Now, we take all the multi-scale sliding windows in each frame I i ∈ V that do not overlap with any b i ∈ B, resize and extract features using H, giving the set of feature vectors X bg t . Finally, since we have collected both X fg t and X bg t , we train a binary classifier C p using X fg t as the positive class and X bg t as the negative class. This classifier (i.e. function) C p is the pedestrian prior. The aim of C p is simply to capture some information about the pedestrian class. C p implicitly captures the multi-modal distribution about objects in the scene and obtaining C p therefore does not require clustering and explictly discovering foreground object categories. C p could be any type of classifier and in our case, a linear SVM [39] is used.
If C p does not output valid probabilities (such as when using an SVM), C p should be calibrated to produce (proper) probabilities. One such way to calibrate it by using Platt scaling [40] . It is essentially fitting a logistic regression on the classifier scores:
where β 0 and β 1 are scalar parameters associated with the logistic regression and can be learnt from data and x is the feature vector of a data point that is input to the C p .
Cue Fusion and Optimization
The goal here is to fuse the unsupervised pedestrian prior C p obtained (as described in the previous section) with the provided weak supervisions S weak and optimize the combination of these two sources of information to generate bounding box annotations S bbox . The technique is formally given in Algorithm 3 and explained below.
The set of generated bounding box annotations S bbox is initialised to an empty set ∅. There are M weak supervisions (i.e. |S weak | = M) and each weak supervision cc i ∈ S weak is optimized independently. Therefore, below, we detail the process of converting a single weak supervision cc i ∈ S weak to a single bounding box annotation bb i ∈ S bbox .
Firstly, we compute a large rectangular region Φ surrounding and centred at the weak supervision [cc x i , cc y i ]. This can be computed by setting for the whole video, estimates of the widths and heights of the smallest and largest possible pedestrian in the scene. These do not need to be accurate, can be easily determined by a human and need to be set only once at the beginning of the algorithm.
Then, a set of K multi-scale sliding windows
Algorithm 3 Cue Fusion and Optimization
Input: Video V, weak supervision S weak and unsupervised pedestrian prior C p Output: Bounding box annotations S bbox S bbox ← ∅ Let {w min , w max , h min , h max } be estimates of minimum and maximum possible widths and heights of pedestrians in V.
% Get a large enough rectangular region surrounding current weak supervision %
W ← get multiscale sliding windows, larger than w min and h min , in the region Φ. W is a set of K bounding boxes specified by {w 1 , . . . , w K } where w j = [w 
where bb i ∈ S bbox end for return S bbox Figure 4 : CUHK Square dataset [14] : Random samples of patches corresponding to foreground objects which form X fg t (after feature extraction). Generalising (i.e. learning) over these examples serves as a pedestrian prior for the CUHK Square scene.
are generated within Φ (and only windows whose widths and heights are larger than the smallest width and height set previously are retained). Each w j ∈ W is a bounding box and is defined by a vector
where w After generating W, we are now ready to fuse the unsupervised pedestrian prior C p with the weak supervision to obtain a bounding box annotation. This is done in an optimization framework for which the objective function is essentially a combination of two terms:
1. The appearance term provided by the pedestrian prior C p : for a candidate window w ∈ W, the appearance term determines how likely the image patch corresponding to w is a pedestrian.
2. The spatial-scoring term provided by the weak supervision: for a candidate window w ∈ W, the spatial term gives the closeness of the centre of w to the weak supervision centre [cc x i , cc We seek the best windowŵ ∈ W such thatŵ is scored highest by the combination of these terms in the objective function as given below:ŵ
The function N : R 4 → R, gives the likelihood of a window w to be consistent with the weak supervision and is defined as:
where µ = [cc 
G is a function, G : R 4 → R 2 , to get the centre coordinates of a bounding box w.
The terms in the denominator of the optimization function are normalisation terms to make sure the relative weighing of the two terms in the objective function are equal.
Informally, the optimization objective prefers w ∈ W that is scored highly by C p but is penalised the further the w is from the weak supervision centre [cc x i , cc x i ]. The function N is actually a bivariate Gaussian distribution with the mean µ at the weak supervision centre and the covariance Σ is fixed a priori. The function allows for uncertainty and noise in the weak supervision annotation process.
If the values in the covariance matrix Σ are too large, then the Gaussian weighing function would be too flat and it would fail to penalise bounding boxes that are far from [cc x i , cc y i ]. In contrast, if the values are too small, then only the bounding boxes who centres are almost exactly the same as the centre supervision would be allowed. This would then result in suboptimal results when the centre supervision is noisy. The Σ is fixed to:
before starting any experiments since it seems to be a set of reasonable values. The Gaussian function should penalise the same in any direction which is why a spherical covariance is used. We have not changed or manually tuned these values for any of the experiments, yet it turns out that this simple spherical covariance gives good results. Visualisation of this spatial penalty term is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 . 
Training the Scene-specific Detector
At the end of the cue fusion and optimization discussed in Section 5.2, a set of bounding box annotations, S bbox , for the target video, V, is obtained.
In order to get the scene-specific positive data X + t , the patches corresponding to S bbox are cropped out and feature extraction function is run on each of the patches (after appropriate resizing). These feature vectors make up X + t . The scene-specific negative data X − t are obtained in a similar fashion except that patches are cropped out from regions that do not intersect with S bbox . X + t and X − t give a (strongly) labelled target dataset (X l t , Y t ) which can be used to train a scene-specific pedestrian detector C t . Any type of classifier can be used. We (again) use linear SVM for simplicity. Not only the classifier type but the feature extraction function is also general and the function used in this stage does not have to the same as the one used during the unsupervised prior learning.
Results and Discussion
We have used the challenging CUHK Square [14] and MIT Traffic [38] video datasets to evaluate our weakly supervised learning algorithm. These videos have been obtained from a static camera that records a far-field traffic scene that consists of various object categories such as pedestrians, cars, buses and cyclists. They are also very challenging in terms of the small resolution of pedestrians, illumination variations, etc.
The CUHK Square dataset contains a total of 90,425 frames (corresponding to about 60 minutes of video recorded with 25 fps) and each frame is of size 720 × 576. In the MIT Traffic dataset, there are 165,880 frames (approximately 90 minutes of video at 30 fps) with the frame size of 720 × 480.
We note that the goal of our research is not about obtaining the absolute maximum performance in pedestrian detection (which is important in its own right), but in weakly supervised learning. The performance of a pedestrian detector is directly related to the feature extraction process, the type of classifier, the non-maximum suppression amongst other factors. In this paper, factors such as feature extraction and classifier type are fixed constant so that a meaningful comparison is made for evaluating the weakly supervised learning algorithm. Moreover, our proposed system can be used to train any state-of-the-art pedestrian detector (with a given feature extraction and classification algorithm).
The upper bound (i.e. the maximum possible) performance for any weakly supervised learning algorithm is the performance obtained with when all the pedestrian bounding boxes are manually annotated by humans in the training dataset. This is because it can be assumed that the best bounding box locations are those provided by humans. Therefore, in our experiments, we directly compare our approach with this upper bound.
For each video dataset, we split it to two equal halves. During weakly-supervised training (including unsupervised prior learning), we only use the first half (called the "training dataset"). The second half (i.e. the "test dataset") is kept purely for evaluating the resulting pedestrian detectors. This is to ensure that during training, the system does not get any glimpse of the test data.
Ground truth pedestrian bounding boxes are available for both the training and test datasets. However, the ground truth bounding boxes are not used for training the pedestrian detector using our proposed weakly supervised learning algorithm. They are used only for training the aforementioned upper bound pedestrian detector. For training, there are a total of 982 supervisions given for the CUHK Square dataset and 1573 for the MIT Traffic dataset. We set the hyperparameters {w min , w max , h min , h max } (mentioned in Algorithm 3) for the CUHK Square dataset to be {5, 100, 10, 200} and for the MIT Traffic dataset, we set them as {5, 50, 10, 100}.
After training the pedestrian detector on the training dataset, the detector is run on the test data to get pedestrian detections. PASCAL 50% overlap criterion [41] is used to decide whether the detected bounding boxes are correct with respect to the ground truth bounding boxes. Given the ground truth bounding box b g and the detected bounding box b d , the overlap, α o , gives the overlap proportion between b g and b d and is defined as follows:
According to PASCAL 50% overlap criterion, if α o > 0.5, a detection is marked as correct. For evaluation and performance comparison, Recall-FPPI (False Positives Per Image) curves are used since they are commonly used in state-of-the-art object detection research [42, 14] . Especially for pedestrian detection, Recall-FPPI curves provides information, at a glance, about the recall at various false positives per image.
We perform three different types of experiments on each dataset:
1. The pedestrian detector obtained by our weakly supervised algorithm.
2. The detector obtained by "strong" supervision (manual bounding box annotation). This will indicate the upper bound performance. A hundred uniformly sampled frames annotated with ground truth bounding boxes from the training dataset are used for training.
3. The detector corresponding to the unsupervised prior (as described in Algorithm 2).
These experiments are named Weak supervision, Strong supervision and Unsupervised prior respectively in the curves shown in Figure 8 . In addition, Figure 9 illustrates the cost comparison between the weak and strong supervisions.
As can be seen, the detection performance of the proposed algorithm closely matches that of the strong supervision (i.e. the upper bound). Yet, the time it took to manually annotate training data for the proposed algorithm was less than one quarter of the time taken for the strong supervision.
This means that our algorithm reduces the manual human annotation effort by over four times to get the same performance as the standard strongly supervised training in literature.
We also evaluated unsupervised prior in order to show the effectiveness of our fusion and optimization framework. The unsupervised prior alone performs poorly; however, when fused with the weak supervision, the resulting detector has a much higher performance than the unsupervised prior. This means that in terms of Bayesian machine learning as outlined in Equation 7 (Section 5), the prior successfully captures sufficient probabilities in the right regions. Additionally, the likelihood function is a suitable one since it places the right weights on the prior distribution so that the max of the posterior distribution results in the correct weakly supervised learning.
The reason for the proposed algorithm performing very slightly lower than the strong supervision may be because of some minor inaccuracies in the generated bounding boxes (the output of the cue fusion and optimization), which result in very small bounding box misalignments (to the actual pedestrians) compared to strong supervision (where the bounding boxes are manually given by humans resulting in less such alignment errors).
For completeness, rather than evaluating the entire system as a whole as done previously, we also show the evaluation of the generated bounding boxes of the cue fusion and optimization step (i.e. the output of Algorithm 3) by directly comparing with the ground truth strong supervision (bounding boxes). This is useful for getting an understanding of how close the generated bounding boxes are to the ground truth bounding boxes.
To this end, we compute the overlap α o (defined in Equation 13 ) of each generated bounding box with the corresponding ground truth bounding box. And then, we take the median of these overlap scores across all the generated bounding boxes. We term this as the median overlap score. We also perform a baseline experiment by removing the spatial penalty term (i.e. setting the spatial penalty term set to zero). The results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 10 , and they verify the results that we have obtained and discussed previously: the proposed fusion and optimization is highly effective and the generated bounding boxes are very close to the ground truth bounding boxes (as shown by the median overlap scores of 0.8902 and 0.8570 for the CUHK Square and MIT Traffic datasets respectively). Moreover, only using the pedestrian prior without the proposed fusion of the pedestrian prior with the weak supervision labels (i.e. approximate object center annotations), the generated bounding boxes are found to be very poor (resulting in the median overlap scores of 0.2032 and 0.1854 for the two datasets). These observations correlate well with the results established previously in this section.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a novel weakly supervised learning algorithm for training pedestrian detectors for videos. The algorithm consists of learning an unsupervised prior using unlabelled data in the video and then fusing the prior with the weak supervision in an optimization framework to generate bounding box annotations. We have shown that the weakly supervised algorithm can reduce the amount of human annotation effort by over four times without sacrificing the accuracy of the resulting detector. Possible directions for future research include investigating a weakly supervised learning approach where the annotation is simply marking anywhere on (or even near) the pedestrian's body rather than the approximate centre location. This should allow for much faster annotation speed. With this approach, however, it may be necessary to perform (possibly expensive) joint optimization of all the weak supervision annotations (exploiting the appearance similarity between pedestrians) rather than independent optimization for each weak supervision as afforded by algorithm proposed in this paper.
Another direction is to make the covariance of the spatial penalty term to somehow depend on the (unknown) scale of the pedestrian so that the system properly handle noise in the annotated centre location for a wide range of pedestrian scales. Furthermore, there could be alternative fusion and optimization formulations constructed based on the idea in this paper; one possible approach is using a fully Bayesian approach to define priors and likelihoods, and then estimating the posterior distribution in order to generate the pedestrian bounding boxes from the weak supervisions.
Moreover, it will also be an interesting direction to explore a more rigorous and large-scale human-computer interaction experiments to study the expected cost saving from various weakly supervised learning approaches.
Finally, it may be useful to investigate in the future to combine, in a principled way, weakly supervised learning, semi-supervised learning and active learning to achieve the minimum annotation effort required for labelling large datasets. 
